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Private Place
by Philip Kennedy

Take me away to my own private place
to my very own playground
filled with toys and things of my fancy
Take me away to a place far and away
from the cares of today
where I can live in the way of a king
Take me away to the kingdom of fantasy
where I can learn of magic and lore
and where I can meet faerie folk
Take me away to the age of chivalry
where every knight had his damsel
and where all love won the day
Take me away to the days of old
where things were simple
where things were pure
Take me away to the land of magic
where I can drink tea with a dwarf
and sing songs with a satyr
Take me away to time of my own
where I can sleep all day long
and feast and celebrate all night
Take me away to someplace
where I have no cares and worries
and where I can do no wrong
Take me away to my dreams